
In 1945, Kenneth Wells, an analyst with the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), 
noticed that an article in Far East-focused magazine Amerasia was almost identical 
to a 1944 report he had written on Thailand. OSS agents broke into Amerasia’s 
New York offices, where they found hundreds of classified documents from the 
Department of State, the Navy and the OSS.  

A subsequent FBI investigation suggested editor Philip Jaffe had probably obtained 
the documents from State Department employee Emanuel Larsen and Naval 
Intelligence Officer Andrew Roth. In carrying out its probe, the FBI illegally broke 
into offices and homes, installing bugs and wiretaps. But no evidence indicated 
documents had been forwarded to a foreign power. 

Unlike Alger Hiss or the Rosenberg cases, the Amerasia Affair did not lead to 
epic courtroom confrontation, imprisonment or execution. Nevertheless, as the 
first public drama charging that respectable American citizens had spied for the 
Communists, it contributed to the creation of McCarthyism in American life. 

Through thousands of government documents, The Amerasia Affair, China and 
Postwar Anti-Communist Fervor illustrates the perceptions of espionage and 
uncovers the inner workings of the postwar anti-Communism movement. This 
collection provides unique documentation for scholars of political, radical and social 
history, government and politics, Asian studies and more.
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Major topics include:
•	 Philip	Jacob	Jaffe	and	John	Service

•	 Kate	Louise	Mitchell

•	 U.S.	policy	toward	Chiang	Kai-shek

•	 Institute	of	Pacific	Relations

•	 Office	of	Strategic	Services	activities	in	Asia

•	 Mark	Gayn

•	 Postwar	India

•	 Colonial	empires	in	Asia

•	 Chinese-Japanese	relations

•	 UK	foreign	policy	in	Asia

Documents include:
•	 Transcripts	of	the	wiretaps	

•	 FBI	surveillance	and	informant	reports

•	 Transcripts	of	discussions	Jaffe	and	others	had	
with their lawyers on the progress of the case 

•	 FBI	memos	regarding	newspaper	articles	
accusing the government of whitewashing  
the case 

•	 Lists	of	classified	documents	in	Amerasia’s	
possession

•	 Congressional	testimony

Principal correspondents:
•	 J.	Edgar	Hoover

•	 Myron	E.	Gurnea

•	 E.	E.	Conroy

•	 Louis	B.	Nichols

•	 J.C.	Strickland

•	 Clyde	Tolson

•	 Millard	E.	Tydings

•	 E.H.	Winterrowd

•	 J.P.	Hanratty

•	 Alan	H.	Belmont

•	 D.M.	Ladd

•	 Guy	Hottel

•	 Any	many	more


